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The impact of data spatial resolution on flood vulnerability assessment

D. Morrison, L. Beevers, G. Wright and M. D. Stewart

School of Energy, Geosciences, Infrastructure and Society, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK;
Kaya Consulting Limited, Edinburgh, UK

ABSTRACT

Index-based approaches are a popular method for assessing societal vulnerability to flooding, many of which differ in terms of indicator selection, underlying social data, spatial scale and aggregation methods. They are typically assessed at geographically broad spatial scales to provide a spatial picture of vulnerability for policy and decision-makers. However, aggregation of vulnerability at broad scales also potentially masks the true vulnerability of an area as the underlying data is not spatially refined. This research expands on a previous indicator approach, the Social Flood Vulnerability Index by using geodemographics to facilitate household and postcode level vulnerability assessment to explore the impact of spatial aggregation on vulnerability at national and local levels in Scotland. The results suggest that applying geodemographics to an existing approach increases spatial heterogeneity and has the potential to be adopted as a new dataset to guide indicator selection in future.

1. Introduction

As well as being an area of active academic research, vulnerability measures are increasingly used when assessing the benefits of flood management measures, to move away from traditional cost–benefit analyses that focus on physical damages to property and commerce. Methods of estimating vulnerability to flooding are typically categorised as indicator methods (Balica et al., 2013; Lindley et al., 2011; Lindley & O’Neill, 2013; Mwale et al., 2015), vulnerability curves (Penning-Rowsell et al., 2005), disaster loss data methods (Dilley et al., 2005) and modelling approaches (Beevers et al., 2016). Indicator methods are amongst the most widely used in Flood Risk Management (Connor & Hiroki, 2005), and they consider a range of social factors considered to be indicative of vulnerability to flooding (Rufat et al., 2015); such as demographic characteristics (e.g. age, ethnicity, gender), socio-economic status (e.g. income, wealth, education, occupation), land tenure (e.g. homeowners/renters) and health (e.g. long term-illnesses, disabilities).
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Despite their popularity, indicator methods are limited by the spatial resolution of input data and the infrequent gathering of this data, which results in issues related to the standardisation, weighting and aggregation methods used in the calculation of the indicators (Nasiri et al., 2016). Moreover, there is a distinct lack of research surrounding high-spatial resolution index outputs (Anderson et al., 2019). In the U.K., the key social dataset is Census data, which is limited in terms of the frequency (updated every 10 years), the variables considered and the spatial resolution of the data, which is aggregated to ‘output areas’. These are the smallest geographical reporting unit in the data and typically contain 40–125 households. These limitations are common to other national Census datasets; for example, Canada’s smallest reporting units account for 400–700 people (Statistics Canada, 2016). It is notable that this data reflects specific geographical areas unrelated to hazard exposure. Therefore, the only vulnerability of the community in that area can be assessed, without reference to the boundary of exposure to an assessed natural hazard. The problem of spatial resolution is not unfamiliar in indicator-based vulnerability assessments; Werritty et al. (2007) highlight that the ability to accurately profile socio-demographic flood vulnerability is dependent on successfully matching spatial units to areas at risk of flooding.

The Social Flood Vulnerability Index (SFVI) (Tapsell et al., 2002) and the Flood Disadvantage framework (see Lindley et al., 2011; Lindley & O’Neill, 2013; Scottish Government, 2015) are established indicator sets for measuring the flood vulnerability. However, both are limited by the base social data, with the former measuring vulnerability at Census output areas in England, and the latter at data zone level in Scotland (a larger spatial area than output areas covering approx. 500–1000 households). Whilst this level of aggregation is useful at a strategic level, it can inherently constrain local-scale risk assessments as it assumes homogeneous levels of vulnerability over a broad area which can mask the existing vulnerability at the micro-scale (Alexander et al., 2011; The Scottish Government, 2015).

Datasets that are more granular than Census are available, and neighbourhood classification systems (geodemographics) have been recently used in marketing applications, as they enable diverse classification of consumer marketing (e.g. ACORN, Experian Mosaic). They are more current and spatially discretised (postcode and household level) than Census datasets. One of these datasets, Experian Mosaic (hereafter called Mosaic) was used for indicator-based vulnerability assessments by Tomlinson et al. (2011) to demonstrate a range of vulnerabilities to the urban heat island effect at the neighbourhood scale. Willis et al. (2014) used Mosaic Italy data to determine the most vulnerable neighbourhood types to volcano eruption in Naples, whilst Fitton et al. (2018) used Mosaic data at postcode level to conduct a national-scale assessment of coastal erosion risk in Scotland.

The ultimate aim of the research reported herein is to explore the viability and added value of high-resolution datasets in flood vulnerability assessments. The research will explore the benefits and disbenefits afforded by using different underlying data for assessment of vulnerability at different spatial scales to explore flood vulnerability at a variety of scales across Scotland (U.K.). By using a well-known vulnerability index compatible with Census data (SFVI), the study assesses the potential for Mosaic to be used as an alternative data source by analysing and comparing the impact of data aggregation on final vulnerability scores. If the Mosaic can be shown to be successful in flood vulnerability
2. Data and methods

The assessment calculates the SFVI using Census and Mosaic data at the national scale (Scotland) and in detail for two Scottish communities, one a small rural town impacted by river (fluvial) flooding and the other an urban area impacted by surface water (pluvial) flooding. For both national and local analysis, the population is separated into those that are both at-risk and not at-risk of flooding (whole population) and those that are (exposed population). Mosaic data is considered at household and postcode levels to allow a direct comparison with the Census output area data. The exposed population analysis considers both fluvial and surface water flooding.

2.1. Input data

The two main sources of data are household and postcode level Mosaic 2019 data provided by Experian, and Census 2011 data for output areas across Scotland (see Scottish Government, 2011). Mosaic is a derived data product that classifies households and neighbourhoods into 57 household typologies and 14 lifestyle groups, using a total of 332 data elements from a range of sources, including electoral roll, council tax and lifestyle surveys conducted by Experian. Data is clustered using in-house k-means methods which provide a statistical representation of consumer behaviour and characteristics across households and postcodes (Experian, 2019). The U.K. Census is similar in that it aims to define how the population live (through household surveys) based on socio-demographic characteristics to aid with policy-making, planning and running of services and allocation of public funds (Scottish Government, 2015); there is an overlap between both datasets, as 28% of Mosaic information is sourced from 2011 Census data. For example, both gather information related to education, population and households, transport, health, housing, ethnicity, identity, language and religion. However, both datasets diverge in terms of spatial discretisation and characterisation. Census information is gathered by household, aggregated and published at output area level, whereas Mosaic data is available at higher resolution (postcode and household). Moreover, a more detailed picture of the population is delivered by Mosaic as households are characterised into unique social typologies. Another key difference is that Mosaic is updated bi-annually, whereas Census is updated once every 10 years, with the next Census release expected in 2021 (Experian, 2019; NRS, 2018).

The indicators used for measuring vulnerability are those defined in the SFVI method (Tapsell et al., 2002). Whilst more comprehensive indicator sets are available, the SFVI method is employed as it is a relatively simple and well-recognised approach, which has had previous applications in Scotland (SEPA, 2011). The SFVI uses inputs that can be directly extracted from Census data and has like-for-like inputs within the Mosaic variables. Therefore, it offers an opportunity to explicitly measure the impact of spatial aggregation without the use of more complicated indicators or further analysis of the correlation between variables in both datasets.
2.1.1 Uncertainty in the underlying data

This study uses National ‘hard edge’ hazard maps v1.3 provided by SEPA through a data-sharing agreement. The National flood hazard maps v1.3 are derived by SEPA using the most up-to-date modelling techniques and use a consistent approach to produce mapping outputs across Scotland. These cover a range of flooding scenarios coastal, fluvial and surface water flooding (SEPA, 2020). This data enables the overlaying of spatial units (e.g. Mosaic households) with flood extents to identify the exposed population for three return periods (1 in 10, 1 in 200 and 1 in 1000 year) for fluvial and surface water flooding. It is noteworthy that although this study utilises hazard maps derived from flood modelling carried out by SEPA, the methods described in Section 2.3 are independent from the base datasets used here to represent flood hazards. Therefore, any robust hazard data that represents flood extent can be used to calculate underlying vulnerability with Experian Mosaic data.

Whilst the SEPA maps are the most readily available National dataset, and are based on the best available data at the time of development, it must be acknowledged there are inherent uncertainties in the complex flood modelling process that have an impact on corresponding mapping outputs. Due to the broad-scale application of these maps at the National level, the precision at which individual properties can be allocated to hard edge flood extents must be interpreted with caution. Additional uncertainty in both demographic input datasets (Mosaic and Census) must also be acknowledged. It is highly likely that demographics in the population will change more frequently than the flood maps are updated by SEPA, therefore whilst the accuracy of overlaying Mosaic properties with SEPA’s flood extents must be considered, so must the associated demographic characteristics present within Mosaic (2019) data.

In light of the above, it must be emphasised that the scope of this study is to explore the viability of higher resolution datasets in calculating flood vulnerability.

2.2. Case study areas

The main analysis was undertaken at a national scale, considering the whole of Scotland. The available Mosaic data for Scotland provided by Experian equates to 1,048,575 households and 70,162 postcodes; accounting for 23,272 of Scotland’s 46,351 Census output areas. Following the national assessment, two more detailed analyses were undertaken at the community scale. Two Scottish communities were selected on the basis that both sites contrasted in terms of the primary flood hazard (fluvial vs. surface water) and represent both an urban and rural conurbation.

The first-community level assessment was undertaken for Inverurie (Aberdeenshire), a small rural town that has suffered a long history of flooding from the River Don. The most recent (and severe) was in 2015/2016 during Storm Frank, where a total of 130 homes and 16 businesses were flooded and residents of 38 homes were evacuated (see Philip et al., 2020). The costs arising to Aberdeenshire Council from Storm Frank were estimated to be £8.3m (Aberdeenshire Council, 2019). The second-community level assessment was undertaken for Shettleston, an urban community in Glasgow which experienced flash floods from intense rainfall in 2002, resulting in several million pounds damages and the evacuation of around 200 homes (BBC, 2002a 2002b).
2.3. Method overview

National and local level vulnerability assessments were carried out for the whole population using Census and Mosaic data, as per the original SFVI method. The population at risk from flooding were then identified in ArcGIS Pro v2.6 using SEPA’s national flood hazard maps for fluvial and surface water flooding (detailed steps are provided in Supplementary Material A2). These maps account for the three return periods, and any output area that lay within the flood extents was considered exposed to flooding.

The same approach was undertaken using Mosaic data, however, discretised additionally (i) at the postcode and (ii) household level. The population exposed to flooding were determined by identifying the household locations (point data) that sat within the SEPA flood extent (polygon data). All results were then aggregated back to Census output areas, due to privacy concerns related to the use of household-level and postcode-level data.

The above methodology resulted in five output pathways, each of which represents a different degree of aggregation used to calculate vulnerability scores, hence allowing the impact of spatial resolution to be investigated. Whilst data privacy issues mean that all analysis pathways were aggregated to the output area level to produce final outputs, each can be distinguished by the level of aggregation adopted at the beginning of the analysis. Figure illustrates each analysis pathway and the process used to calculate vulnerability scores, namely:

- **Census_OA** uses Census 2011 data and calculates vulnerability at output area;
- **Mosaic_PC** and **Mosaic_HH** use Mosaic data and calculates vulnerability at household and postcode level;
- **Exp_Mosaic_HH** and **Exp_Census_OA** uses Mosaic data as above, but accounts for exposed properties, which are identified in accordance with SEPA’s national flood hazard maps.

Finally, the paired-sample Wilcoxon test was used to determine whether the analysis pathways are statistically significant from each other. This non-parametric test is used to compare related (paired) samples that describe the same population (McDonald, 2014; Wilcoxon, 1945).

2.3.1. Output area analysis with Census data

Vulnerability is measured at the output area level using Census 2011 data and the SFVI method from Tapsell et al. (2002). The SFVI consists of seven indicators (Table 1) that represent those financially deprived and with poor health conditions.

Percentages for each indicator were calculated and then data were transformed as per the methods outlined in Table 1 to minimise skewness and kurtosis. Transformed data were then standardised as Z-scores and vulnerability scores for each output area were calculated by summing Z-scores using the following equation (Tapsell et al., 2002):

\[
\text{Vuln. Score}_{OA} = (U + O + NCO + NHO) \times 0.25 + (LTS + SP + E)
\]

where \( U \) = unemployment, \( O \) = overcrowding, \( NCO \) = non-car ownership, \( NHO \) = non-home ownership, \( LTS \) = long-term sick, \( SP \) = single parents and \( E \) = elderly.
Table 1. SFVI Indicators used to calculate vulnerability with transformation methods to minimise skew and kurtosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Transformation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment</td>
<td>Unemployed residents 16+ as a percentage of all economically active residents 16+</td>
<td>Log natural (x+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overcrowding</td>
<td>Households with more than one person per room as a percentage of all households.</td>
<td>Log natural (x+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-car ownership</td>
<td>Households with no car as a percentage of all households.</td>
<td>Square root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-home ownership</td>
<td>Households not owning their own home as a percentage of all households.</td>
<td>Square root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The long-term sick</td>
<td>Residents suffering from limiting long-term illness as a percentage of all residents.</td>
<td>Log natural (x+1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single parents</td>
<td>Lone parents as a proportion of all residents</td>
<td>Square root</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The elderly</td>
<td>Residents aged 75+ as a percentage of all residents</td>
<td>Log natural (x+1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To facilitate comparison of vulnerability outputs across all analysis pathways (Figure 1), outputs are normalised as Z-scores. This enables categorisation of vulnerability into five bands: ‘very low’ (0–0.2); ‘low’ (0.2–0.4); ‘medium’ (0.4–0.6); ‘high’ (0.6–0.8) and ‘very
high’ (0.8–1.0). This categorisation remains consistent for analyses using Census data and Mosaic data.

2.3.2. Postcode and household analysis with Mosaic data

The Mosaic dataset defines the population as one of 57 different typologies. These typologies are described using variables as statistically representative means for each typology (e.g. on average, 0.63% of Mosaic group A01 are Aged 75+). The vulnerability classifications for each typology and how their distributions are provided in Supplementary Material A1. SFVI values for each typology are also provided and accompanied by additional information on key contrasts between selected typologies.

Data for each SFVI indicator was extracted from Mosaic data and then vulnerability scores for each respective typology are a product of calculating each of the SFVI variables as per Equation (1). These unique typology scores are normalised as before and averaged across the output area (Figure 2). The method remains the same as the original SFVI in principle, only vulnerability scores are resolved at household or postcode level first before being averaged and resolved to output area. This process is also followed for the exposed population analysis. For example, an output area of 20 households in total, the vulnerability is determined by averaging across all households. However, where only 4 are exposed to flooding, the vulnerability score in the exposed analysis would average across these 4 only.

Figure 2. Vulnerability calculation at the three levels of spatial aggregation. The method for example showing Mosaic typology, ‘Mature Workers’ (K45) is the same for postcode level. (See Experian, 2017 for full details on each Mosaic typology).
3. Results

3.1. National analysis

3.1.1. Vulnerability of the whole population

Figure 3 compares the distributions and boxplots of vulnerability at the national level for the whole population (not just those exposed to flood hazards) at each level of spatial aggregation. The vulnerability of the population using Census 2011 data produces results with a near-normal distribution. Conversely, Mosaic data (both at household and postcode level) produce non-normal distributions. Given that Census data is resolved to output area level (accounting for up to 125 households), it can be expected that detail on the population is lost due to aggregation, thus resulting in a normal distribution of vulnerability.

Figure 3. National level vulnerability distributions and boxplots comparing three different levels of aggregation using Census (Output Area) and Mosaic (Postcode; Household) data. Vertical dashed lines represent vulnerability classification intervals.
These distributions suggest that Mosaic provides a more realistic representation of vulnerability than Census data because the final output area vulnerability score is an aggregation of various typologies and their diverse circumstances (i.e. SFVI indicators). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing each level of aggregation shows that there is a statistically significant difference between each, as all report \( p < .001 \) (Table 2). The magnitude of effect sizes comparing each level of aggregation are noteworthy; output area and postcode produce a small effect size \( (r = 0.198) \), household and postcode are even smaller \( (r = 0.097) \), whereas output area and household report a moderate magnitude \( (r = 0.397) \). Such a small effect size between household and postcode is unsurprising as they both stem from Mosaic and the difference in resolution is not as significant as household and output area, hence the large effect size between these two levels of aggregation. They are both from different datasets and represent the largest gap in resolution. However, if we examine the data point count between household \((1,048,575)\) and postcode \((70,162)\), it could be argued that the difference in vulnerability distributions is not as stark as would be expected.

### 3.1.2. Vulnerability of the exposed population

This section compares the vulnerability of populations exposed to flooding. Figure 4 illustrates boxplots and vulnerability distributions of each exposed population group. The vulnerability distributions of both Census and Mosaic data echo that of the whole population as the former is near normal and the latter is right-skewed, showing an emphasis towards less vulnerable groups. This suggests that at the national level, exposed output areas are not necessarily any more or less vulnerable than the wider population. Furthermore, examining the vulnerability of output areas using Census data show that the difference between return periods (both fluvial and surface water) is virtually indistinguishable when examining the medians (Table 3; for all return periods the median is in the range of 0.45–0.48). Similarly, there is little variation in medians using Mosaic data. The primary exception in Figure 4 is the Mosaic data boxplots for those exposed to fluvial flooding; the presence of outliers in the upper whiskers of each return period potentially suggests that highly vulnerable Mosaic typologies are clustered within fluvial floodplains, leading to an irregularly high vulnerability score for these output areas. Furthermore, whilst the median shows little variation, the extremes of the Mosaic distribution suggest that the majority exposed to flooding are less vulnerable (fluvial and surface water), whereas Census, in comparison, underestimates the most and least vulnerable in its distribution.

| Table 2. National: summary statistics comparing three different levels of aggregation using Census (OA = Output Area) and Mosaic (PC = Postcode; HH = Household) data for whole population. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| National | Census_OA | OA_HH | MOSAIC_PC | PC_OA | MOSAIC_HH | HH_PC |
| Median | 0.495 | 0.333 | 0.378 | 0.378 | 0.378 | 0.378 |
| \( p \) | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** | *** |
| \( r \) | 0.397 | 0.198 | 0.097 | 0.097 | 0.097 | 0.097 |
| OA count | 23,272 | 23,272 | 23,272 | 23,272 | 23,272 | 23,272 |
| HH/PC count | – | 70,162 | 1,048,575 | 1,048,575 | 1,048,575 | 1,048,575 |

***\( p \leq .001 \).
Insights such as this favour the argument for using higher-resolution datasets in vulnerability assessments. However, it is also worth noting that this clustering effect cannot be deduced for populations exposed to surface water flooding using Mosaic. Although, this may say something about the distinction between both sources of flooding. Surface water flooding is ‘spotty’ in nature meaning that exposed Mosaic typologies will not be clustered like those situated near river banks. Therefore, when aggregated to output area they yield similar results to Census data. With regard to statistical significance, comparison of exposed population groups between Census and Mosaic (10 yr; Census against Mosaic, etc.) produces $p < .001$ for all cases in the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Table 3). Furthermore, effect size magnitudes are all reported as moderate except for 10 and 200 yr fluvial events.

![Figure 4](image-url)
3.2. Local analysis

3.2.1. Vulnerability of the whole population

Figure 5 illustrates the vulnerability using Census and Mosaic data for the whole population of two Scottish communities, Inverurie (rural area: Aberdeenshire) and Shettleston (urban area: Glasgow). In all cases, irrespective of the underlying data used, or the level of aggregation, Shettleston is visibly more vulnerable than Inverurie as there are significant spikes in vulnerability at approximately 0.8 (highly vulnerable) which represent around 21% of output areas in Shettleston. In contrast, however, there is an absence of output areas that are classed as ‘very high’ in Inverurie. This observation is consistent across both Census and Mosaic datasets at each level of aggregation. The difference between vulnerability distributions for Census and Mosaic data are similar in Inverurie to those seen with the national-level data, with the Mosaic data being skewed to the left compared to the Census data that is more normally distributed.

However, in Shettleston, both data sets show distributions favouring higher vulnerability. Contrary to the output area, household and postcode level results in Inverurie exhibit a similar trend of vulnerability as that shown at the national level; the majority of the households are classed as having ‘low’ and ‘very low’ vulnerability. Conversely, however, ‘high’ is the dominant classification of household vulnerability in Shettleston. In terms of median vulnerability (Table 4) differences between the postcode and the household level are small, with one exception. In Inverurie, 6% of the population are classed as having a ‘very high’ vulnerability at postcode level compared to 0% at household level. Given that both household and postcode levels adopt the same underlying social data, this difference in vulnerability potentially highlights the impact of aggregation as the final vulnerability score for an output area is aggregated across 374 unique postcodes compared to 5719 households.

As before, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test reports that there are statistically significant differences between each level of aggregation as \( p < .001 \) in both communities. Moreover, all effect sizes can be reported as moderate, with one exception; a small effect size of 0.281 when comparing output area and postcode in Shettleston where median values are 0.67 and 0.614, respectively. The differences in vulnerability between output area and postcode vulnerability are therefore trivial, however, the latter is resolved at higher
resolution and holds the advantage of advanced insights into the population through Mosaic typologies.

### 3.2.2. Vulnerability of the exposed population

Lastly, we examine the vulnerability of the exposed populations at the local level. Taking the size of each local community into account and the associated number of exposed output areas for each return period (Tables 5 and 6), it should be noted that sample sizes are considerably smaller than previous sections. Therefore, our Wilcoxon signed-rank test outputs follow no emergent pattern in terms of statistical significance as sample size has a clear impact on the statistical power of each scenario, therefore the results of which must be interpreted with caution.

Figures 6 and 7 show the vulnerability of exposed populations in Inverurie and Shettleston, respectively. There are differences between Census and Mosaic for Inverurie as
Table 4. Local level: summary statistics comparing two different levels of aggregation using Census (OA = Output Area) and Mosaic (PC = Postcode; HH = Household) data for whole population of Inverurie and Shettleston.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>OA count</th>
<th>HH/PC count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inverurie</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census_OA</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA_HH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic_PC</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC_OA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic_HH</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>5719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH_PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shettleston</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Census_OA</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OA_HH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic_PC</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC_OA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosaic_HH</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>11,816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH_PC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

***p ≤ .001.

Table 5. Inverurie: summary statistics comparing two different levels of aggregation using Census (OA = Output Area) and Mosaic (HH = Household) data for populations exposed to fluvial and pluvial flooding (F = fluvial; P = pluvial).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>OA count</th>
<th>HH count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inverurie</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.625&lt;sup&gt;ns&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.30&lt;sup&gt;ns&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.375</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.32&lt;sup&gt;ns&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.015&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns = p > .05.<sup>1</sup><br>*p ≤ .05.<sup>1</sup><br>***p ≤ .001.<sup>1</sup>

Table 6. Shettleston: summary statistics comparing two different levels of aggregation using Census (OA = Output Area) and Mosaic (HH = Household) data for populations exposed to fluvial and pluvial flooding (F = fluvial; P = pluvial).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>OA count</th>
<th>HH count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shettleston</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.688&lt;sup&gt;ns&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.623</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.003&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_1 in 1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.004&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.232&lt;sup&gt;ns&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.087&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_1 in 1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Cen_OA</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.004&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp_Mos_HH</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns = p > .05.<sup>1</sup><br>*p ≤ .05.<sup>1</sup><br>**p ≤ .01.<sup>1</sup>
Mosaic shows a skew towards less vulnerable groups compared to Census. In Shettleston, both datasets are similarly skewed, however, towards higher vulnerability scores. Interestingly, both Figures 6 and 7 show that Mosaic represents vulnerability at both extremes (0–0.2 and 0.8–1.0) therefore suggesting that the least and most vulnerable are not captured by Census.

Whilst not as distinguishable at the national level, determining whether or not those that are exposed to flooding are more or less vulnerable than the entire population is more apparent at the local level. Mosaic household data (whole population; Figure 5) showed that vulnerability of Inverurie ranges from 0 to 0.8 and represented vulnerability classes from ‘very low’ – ‘high’. Moreover, Shettleston ranges from 0 to 1 and represented all five classes (‘very low’ – ‘very high’). However, in both fluvial and surface water scenarios (Figure 6), Inverurie shows an absence of vulnerability between approximately 0.5 and 0.8.

**Figure 6.** Inverurie: Vulnerability distributions and boxplots comparing two different levels of aggregation using Census and Mosaic data for populations exposed to fluvial and surface water flooding. Vertical dashed lines represent vulnerability classification intervals. Counts for each return period are stacked on top of each other.
(‘high’-'very high’) using Mosaic. Similarly, there is an absence of surface water areas with scores of approximately 0.3 (‘low’) in Shettleston (Figure 7). In contrast, however, fluvial vulnerability generally represents the distribution of the whole population in Shettleston.

The aforementioned differences in vulnerability between the exposed population and the whole population highlight interesting contrasts between both communities; Inverurie’s exposed population (fluvial and surface water) could be considered less vulnerable than the whole population as there are no areas that are classed as ‘high’. This means that in Inverurie, there are Mosaic typologies that are highly vulnerable as per the SFVI indicators, however, (fortunately) they are not exposed to flooding. The opposite is true for Shettleston; there is an absence of some ‘low’ vulnerability areas for populations exposed to surface water flooding only, suggesting that a segment of the population are more vulnerable to surface water than fluvial flooding. However, whilst this is the case,
vulnerability is distributed similarly to the whole population, meaning that the exposed population are equally as vulnerable as the whole community.

4. Discussion

4.1. Comparing the characteristics of Mosaic typologies

Mosaic typologies provide a more refined way to examine flood vulnerability as they use a plethora of variables to characterise members of society which can be considered in vulnerability assessments. This highlights the advantage of refined information afforded by Mosaic that Census cannot replicate; without societal characterisation in the form of typologies, such high differences between variables would alter the vulnerability of an entire output area using Census. The ability to distinguish between social typologies in this manner affords a more heterogenous approach to vulnerability characterisation. Whilst out with the scope of this study, in-depth comparison of Mosaic typologies in exposed areas would prove to be a valuable process in flood management. Similar processes are already commonplace; for example, Tapsell et al. (2002) compared two areas in the U.K. that had flood alleviation schemes implemented, similarly, Scottish Government (2015) consider the exposure of residential properties to flooding, however, express this as a proportion of residents within the floodplain only. Both studies recognise the value of focusing on the exposed populations, however, the former does so at a broad level and the latter (whilst considerate of individual properties) does not use social characteristics of these properties that geodemographics can afford.

4.2. Comparison of differences between Census and Mosaic

Overall, there are clear differences between vulnerabilities calculated at different spatial scales using different datasets. Calculating vulnerability at Census output area generally produces normal distributions at the national level for both the exposed and wider population. In contrast, the equivalent analysis pathway using Mosaic shows that at household and postcode level (exposed whole population), the distributions are not normal and are right-skewed, thus classifying the population mostly as ‘very low’ and ‘low’ vulnerability. The vulnerability of the population therefore tends to be lower than if the underlying data used is less spatially discretised initially; whilst there is an averaging process involved to resolve at output area, the SFVI method employed using Mosaic maintains a more realistic representation of national vulnerability than Census, as detail is captured at higher resolutions first.

This highlights the advantage of using data sources that have a higher resolution from the outset for calculating population vulnerability, as it considers an array of socially different typologies, whereas the aggregation involved in producing Census data does not consider this. In contrast to a single vulnerability score calculated for an output area from the outset using the aggregated Census data, the use of household-level data provides a more accurate description of the ‘collective’ vulnerability in an area as the individual vulnerabilities of households are taken into account. It should also be highlighted that whilst Census data as a whole is updated every 10 years, and Mosaic bi-annually, the underlying SFVI variable data used in Mosaic is extracted from Census
2011 data. Therefore, whilst survey periods are technically the same, the vulnerability profiles produced by Mosaic are strikingly different from Census data. Clearly, the issue of spatial resolution and its effect on vulnerability output remains.

4.3. Additional insights into flood vulnerability afforded by high-resolution data

The SFVI method using Census data calculates flood vulnerability of entire geographical areas, irrespective of whether households are exposed to flooding or not. The availability of spatially refined data enables the identification of households that intersect the floodplain, therefore exposure quantification is more accurate. In turn, this produces a more true representation of vulnerability, as non-exposed households are not considered. Comparative analysis of national-level fluvial and surface water vulnerability produced interesting results with regards to vulnerability after aggregation; the ‘spotty’ nature of surface water flooding is likely to result in exposed households being dispersed across an output area. For example, extreme socio-economic contrasts between exposed typologies in terms of vulnerability could be expected for surface water, whereas typologies exposed to fluvial flooding will be clustered in the same part of an output area (i.e. by the river). This means that final vulnerability scores for an output area will vary dramatically between surface water and fluvial flooding when aggregating, as the former is averaging across typologies of different classifications, whereas the latter is averaging typologies with similar levels of vulnerability. Further analysis of this phenomena will be considered as future work.

Whilst the advantage of examining the exposed population’s vulnerability using household data may not be apparent at the national level, disparities in vulnerability results are highlighted across both fluvial and surface water return periods at the local level. The exposed populations of Inverurie and Shettleston contrast each other, with lower vulnerability classifications in the former and generally a more equal representation of all vulnerability classifications in the latter. Contrary to the national level exposed analysis, the local level exposed analysis found differences in vulnerability between the exposed and wider; Shettleston were equally as vulnerable as the wider population, whereas in contrast, Inverurie’s exposed population were in fact less vulnerable than the wider population. Given that there is no significant distinction between surface water and fluvial exposed populations for the aforementioned contrasts, this is, therefore, a key finding, as it points towards markedly different socio-economic profiles between the two sites and the circumstances of those situated in areas at risk of flooding. Whilst in-depth analysis of socio-economic characteristics of both areas is out of the scope of this study, it is worth highlighting that these contrasts between exposed and the whole populations would not have emerged using broad-scale data.

4.4. Limitations of Mosaic and future research direction

Determining an area’s vulnerability to flooding using unique household level data is more advantageous than broad-scale aggregated social data, however, it is not without limitations. Firstly, it must be acknowledged that a degree of vulnerability will also be masked using Mosaic data due to the averaging of individual typologies. Moreover, there is a further averaging effect that is inherent within the raw Mosaic data as
vulnerability indicators are provided as statistically representative means as opposed to the absolute value that Census data provides. Therefore (spatial resolution aside), the certainty surrounding an output areas' vulnerability score could be considered higher using Census, thus presenting a trade-off between enhanced spatial representation and more uncertainty in classification of vulnerable groups.

Regarding accessibility, there are limitations surrounding data privacy due to the wealth of sensitive personal information available in the Mosaic dataset at the household level. However, postcode and household level vulnerability results do not diverge substantially enough to claim that one level of aggregation is superior to the other, therefore, postcode level analysis provides scope to act as a middle-ground between Census data at the output area and Mosaic data at the household level, as it is aggregated enough to comply with data privacy requirements whilst also maintaining an advantage over Census data due to a higher resolution. However, this would limit analysis of exposed populations as postcodes are typically represented as polygons (aggregating parts of streets for example) as opposed to household point data. This would therefore include or omit groups who may be not exposed at all, which in turn would bias vulnerability results. Despite this, however, the polygons representing postcode data would still be an improvement on the previous work that accounts for exposure (Scottish Government, 2015), therefore future research should seek to combine more comprehensive vulnerability indices that are more diversified in terms of socio-economic characteristics with geodemographic. Datasets such as Mosaic are more spatially discretised and also represent social groups with a wealth of information.

5. Conclusion

A fundamental limitation of index-based approaches to assess vulnerability is the spatial scale of the underlying data used. Typically, these cover broad geographical areas. Whilst this is useful for studies at the regional or national level as an initial assessment of vulnerability it is vital to capture vulnerability at a granular level as possible. This paper demonstrates the first application of high-resolution data to calculate flood vulnerability at the household level and provides a clearer picture of vulnerability from the perspective of individual entities

Mosaic produces clear differences in vulnerability categorisation when compared to traditional methods using Census data. At the national level, Scotland is found to be less vulnerable when analysis uses Mosaic data at the postcode and household level. Whilst the Mosaic approach is not without limitations, it highlights issues with broad-scale approaches as it was found that using Census data underpredicts the presence of the most vulnerable people.

The exposed population analysis using Mosaic data at the national level reveals that areas are categorised as less vulnerable overall compared to Census data. However, local-level analysis using Mosaic data highlights that exposed populations may differ in vulnerability between communities. This indicates that the vulnerability categorisation of individual Mosaic typologies is useful, as the presence of typologies who are individually more vulnerable than others are likely to significantly alter the overall vulnerability rating of at-risk areas. The source of flooding also impacts vulnerability as exposure to fluvial flooding is a function of spatial proximity to the river, whereas surface water
exposure is more localised as it is based on microtopography and corresponding rainfall in that area; this is reflected in our analysis as fluvial and surface water vulnerability distributions differ. This requires further investigation as it suggests that social profiles of those located adjacent to the river vary.

However, whilst this study utilises higher resolution demographic data as a means of improving the discretisation of flood vulnerability outputs, uncertainty can be expected in the analysis of the exposed population due to inherent uncertainty present within the flood maps. Therefore, the conclusions that can be drawn from this part of the analysis should be interpreted with caution until uncertainty can be accounted for more comprehensively. Future work would benefit from the use of probabilistic flood maps, as opposed to deterministic ‘hard edge’ maps. A dichotomous flood extent boundary runs the risk of under/over-estimating the allocation of properties that lie within flood extents. This uncertainty has a cascading effect on the vulnerability characterisation when aggregating from property level to output area. Therefore, a probabilistic approach to the exposure analysis would mitigate uncertainties associated with fluvial and surface water flood mapping by providing exposed properties with confidence intervals that can be factored into vulnerability calculation.

This study sought to examine the impact of spatial resolution on vulnerability as opposed to the indicators themselves. However, the availability of increasingly large complex datasets provides the potential to further the discussion around indicator selection. For example, the indicator selection for SFVI was assigned using the best available data at the time (i.e. Census) which inherently limited the spatial resolution of the analysis. However, even the most known indicator set (SoVI; Cutter, 1996; Cutter et al., 2003) is still applied at broader scales, the most common scale for vulnerability analyses remains at the administrative boundary level (e.g. output area) (Fekete, 2009, 2019) and the primary focus in the literature surrounding indicator methods seems focused solely around the validity of indicators (Fekete, 2009). The indicators adopted in this study were selected as they facilitate like-for-like vulnerability analysis between datasets, ensuring the focus was on a spatial scale as opposed to indicators. However, myriad objective indicator sets in the literature make it increasingly difficult to assess vulnerability objectively. This therefore presents researchers and practitioners with a choice of continuing to produce divergent sets of indicators that may still suffer from aggregation or move towards utilising datasets such as Mosaic and fitting vulnerability to the comprehensive set of variables included. This approach would both potentially overcome some of the effects of aggregation by permitting analysis at the household level and would also enhance transparency in vulnerability assessments as indices are based on a more universal, communicable and marketable dataset.

Our analysis exposes some of the issues surrounding the discretisation of the underlying data used. Geodemographics presents an opportunity to both address the issue of spatial scale whilst also providing a rich new dataset from which new or existing vulnerability indicators can be based on. Furthermore, many of Mosaic’s variables depend on the participation of consumers through lifestyle surveys. Adaptation of this approach to the context of floods or other natural hazards can potentially improve the external validity of indicators as validation does not solely rely on experts, but also relies on the population
in question (i.e. those who are deemed to be vulnerable), which in turn will increase the confidence in outputs (Emrich, 2005).

There is an opportunity for a larger research effort to collaborate with commercial organisations such as Experian in creating a geodemographic database tailored specifically to flooding or other natural hazards (Mosaic’s original purpose is for strategic marketing). However, the use of rich datasets containing vast amounts of sensitive information would require more due diligence from data processors and controllers. This may make collaboration difficult among organisations when looking at vulnerability at the household level. Interestingly though, household and postcode vulnerability were found to be almost indistinguishable, which presents a potential workaround to the issue of compromising sensitive data when sharing sensitive outputs. However, this again presents another trade-off in terms of spatial accuracy. The indicators used in this study only account for approximately 0.01% of variables available in Mosaic, therefore despite limitations, it is imperative that the most accurate, rich and representative picture of social vulnerability to flooding is created by using all available data at our disposal (whilst being conscious of data protection issues).
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